In this paper we examine the problem of inverse rendering of real face images. Existing methods decompose a face image into three components (albedo, normal, and illumination) by supervised training on synthetic face data. However, due to the domain gap between real and synthetic face images, a model trained on synthetic data often does not generalize well to real data. Meanwhile, since no ground truth for any component is available for real images, it is not feasible to conduct supervised learning on real face images. To alleviate this problem, we propose a weakly supervised training approach to train our model on real face videos, based on the assumption of consistency of albedo and normal across different frames, thus bridging the gap between real and synthetic face images. In addition, we introduce a learning framework, called IlluRes-SfSNet, to further extract the residual map to capture the global illumination effects that give the fine details that are largely ignored in existing methods. Our network is trained on both real and synthetic data, benefiting from both. We comprehensively evaluate our methods on various benchmarks, obtaining better inverse rendering results than the state-of-the-art. † Equal contribution.
Introduction
Inverse rendering aims at estimating the components of an image in its formation process. An image is often decomposed to three components, namely, albedo (reflectance properties), normal (shape attributes), and illumination [2] , [4] , [38] , [44] . Inverse rendering has important applications in image analysis (e.g., scene segmentation and material recognition) and editing (e.g., photo relighting).
In this paper, we consider inverse rendering of human face images because they belong to the most important class of images in vision and recognition tasks. Promising results have been achieved under constrained scenarios (e.g., Fig. 1 : Decomposing real world faces into albedo, normal, and illumination. The first row of each sample shows our results, and the second one is SfSNet, [34] , the state-of-the-art work on inverse face rendering. (Best viewed in PDF with zoom.) on the well designed lighting stages [11] [9] [13] ). However, inverse rendering of in-the-wild face images remains an open problem due to complex variations in human face appearances, illumination conditions, and shadows. Moreover, the lack of ground-truth decomposition components makes this task highly illposed. To tackle this problem, some hand-crafted priors (e.g., [19] , [4] ) have been introduced for each component to guide the decomposition. Unfortunately, these priors make strong assumptions on face attributes (e.g., strong shape and reflectance priors for Caucasians) that are tailored for specific tasks. Thus they do not generalize well to in-the-wild face images [7] .
Owing to the success of deep learning in many tasks, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have recently been employed to address the problem of inverse rendering. For example, [38, 34] employed CNNs to deal with this problem by training on synthetic data. After training on synthetic face image datasets, the network is applied on real face images to obtain different image modeling components. However, training only on synthetic data does not generalize well to real data since real face images contain much richer facial variations that cannot be captured by synthetic data (e.g., faces wearing glasses and/or makeup, faces with beard, etc). It is thus very desirable to make use of real data for training. To this end, [34] proposed to train on real face images with pseudo labels. However, results reported in [34] are far from satisfactory because the pseudo labels obtained from a network pre-trained on synthetic data cannot model complex variations in real face images.
Instead of using static independent real images, images from different viewpoints or video sequences of the same scene have been used to reduce the gap between real and synthetic data for intrinsic decomposition of indoor and/or outdoor scenes (e.g., [18] , [44] , [25] ). Inspired by the above approach, in this work we consider the use of images from real face videos 3 to bridge the domain gap because consistency constraints can be derived from different frames of the same person and they provide a stronger error measure in learning than the simple image reconstruction loss. Our approach is motivated by the key observation that the albedo and normal maps of two face frames in a same-person video only differ in pose and expression and that consistency of these maps can be derived. Specifically, we transform the components between frames to algin albedo and normal: the transformation of albedo is the displacement of corresponding pixels, while for normal it consists of displacement and change of directions. Note that such transformations cannot be achieved by traditional (e.g. optical flow) algorithm due to the texture-less nature of albedo and directional shifts in normal. After aligning one frame with another, we leverage the consistency constraint between their albedo and normal maps to regularize the decomposition procedure, leading to weakly supervised learning on real face images. This way, the domain gap between real and synthetic face images is drastically reduced. Our experiments corroborates that the alignment (though not perfect) obtained by AlignNet a and AlignNet n can effectively improve the inverse rendering performance on real data.
We also note that existing methods do not take into account high frequency details such as shadow and highlights, making the inverse rendering results less realistic. Instead of considering the inverse rendering problem as decomposing an image into three components, we treat it as decomposing an image into four components (albedo, normal, illumination, and residual). The advantage of the additional residual map component in our new approach is that it leads to more realistic face images that maintain high frequency details induced by global illumination effects such as shadow and highlights. We propose a learning framework called IlluRes-SfSNet to perform face image decomposition (into albedo, normal, illumination, and residual). We train IlluRes-SfSNet on both real and synthetic data 4 , benefiting from both, and compute the albedo, normal, illumination components in a similar way to existing works (e.g., the SfSNet [34] ). The residual map is obtained by subtracting the image with global illumination and the one that only contains local illumination. We run extensive experiments to evaluate IlluRes-SfSNet on various benchmarks, obtaining much better results than the state-of-the-art.
To summarize, our main contributions are threefold:
-The conceptual significance of introducing a consistency assumption of albedo and normal of the same person in a video. This consistency assumption led to the idea of weakly supervised training of our neural network model, hence bridging the domain gap between synthetic and real images.
-Our proposed dual CNN models AlignNet a and AlignNet n as workhorses for learning the alignment between albedo and normal maps of different frames in a same-person face video. After pretraining on synthetic data, they are applied to real data to align the predicted albedo and normal maps, enabling weakly supervised learning on real data. -An IlluRes-SfSnet learning framework that seamlessly integrates SfSnet [34] and Illumination Residual Net to predict a residual map, in addition to albedo, normal, and illumination, for better inverse rendering results than the state-of-the-art.
Our current work opens doors to development of exciting applications such as relighting and albedo editing, for which we show some results in the end of the paper.
Related work
Inverse rendering of images: Decomposing an image into its intrinsic components is a long-standing and challenging task in computer vision. The most popular forms are intrinsic images [15] [5][39] [7] , which define the decomposition layers as reflectance and shading (the function of shape and illumination). Recently, SIRFS [4] showed that further recovering surface normal and lighting from shading can improve the performance of decomposition. Since it is impossible to learn the decomposition without any constraints on the intrinsic components, classical algorithms for inverse rendering usually rely on a sophisticated design of priors, such as sparsity of reflectance [37] [31], user strokes [8] [35] , and RGB-D settings [22] [3] [10] . These priors lead to promising decomposition in specific applications but do not generalize well to in-the-wild images. Deep learning has also been applied to inverse rendering. Given the lack of real ground truth data, some works perform supervised learning on synthetic datasets [29] [12] [23] , but they still suffer from poor performance on real data. Our paper focuses on inverse rendering of human face images, which commonly serve as major objects in real world photos. Inverse rendering of human face: Since 3D morphable model (3DMM) of faces was proposed in 1999 [6] , it has served as a statistical shape prior for face inverse rendering [21] [43][17] [24] . Tewari et al. [41] combined deep learning-and model-based capture in an end-to-end network to infer intrinsic components from a single input image, with a well designed differential parametric decoder; they [40] further developed an algorithm to learn the facial shape and reflectance variations from uncontrained images, without a pre-existing shape identity or albedo model. However, these works are still based on parametric models on shape and reflectance, which resulted in loss of details.
Another branch of research focuses on model-free structures [38] [34] . Sengupta et al. [34] designed a training paradigm called SfSNet to learn fine-scale separation of albedo and normal; they first trained a simple network on synthetic data to obtain coarse estimations for real images and then trained another decomposition architecture with residual blocks, on both synthetic and real data; they claim that SfSNet can outperform state-of-the-art algorithms for inverse rendering of faces, but SfSNet's performance is restricted by the coarsely estimated labels of real data. In addition, SfSNet only models local illumination of images, ignoring the spatially-varying components. This leads to artifacts on albedo and normal map, when there are obvious cast shadows or mutual illumination. We propose a weakly supervised learning on real face videos, avoiding the dependence on labels of real data. Moreover, we design an IlluRes-SfSNet framework to extract spatially-varying illumination information. Inverse rendering of in-the-wild images: Due to the lack of dataset, multiimage based approaches have been introduced, with consistency of scene variables in images being used to constrain the solution, especially the similarity in albedo of the same object. Researchers in [20] [27] [25] trained their network with a set of images of a scene under varying illuminations but the same viewpoint, to help disambiguate albedo and shading, and the author of [44] further removed the constraint on the viewpoint of inputs by warping albedo before measuring similarity.
Method
In this section, we introduce our method for inverse rendering of in-the-wild face images. Similar to [34] , we also consider human faces as Lambertian surfaces. Given the albedo A p×q×3 , normal N p×q×3 , and lighting L 9×3 5 , the face image I p×q×3 can be rendered by
where f (, ) denotes the function that renders the shading image from normal and lighting, and • denotes element-wise multiplication. However, the above image formation model does not consider global illumination effects such as shadow, highlights, light interactions, etc 6 . Thus, the face images rendered using the above model are often less realistic. In order to alleviate this problem, we propose to add a residual map to account for the global illumination effects. The enhanced image formation model can then be written as
where I g denotes the image considering global illumination, I l = A • f (N, L) stands for the image only considering local illumination, and R is the residual map that compensates global illumination effects. Our objective is to decompose the face images into A, N, L, and R, which can be used to render realistic face images. To achieve this goal, we first make use of synthetic data. We create two synthetic datasets and expand one dataset from existing synthetic datasets. Each data sample contains I g , I l , A, N, and L, allowing fully supervised learning. However, training on synthetic data alone is not enough to decompose real face images faithfully, since there is a huge domain gap between real and synthetic images. Therefore, it is essential to include real face data in our training. Unfortunately, there is no ground-truth I l , A, N, and L available for real face images. To get around the problem, we propose a weakly supervised learning method using real face videos.
In the sequel, we cover supervised learning in IlluRes-SfSNet in Section 3.1 first, we then describe weakly supervised learning by further introducing AlignNet a and AlignNet n in Section 3.2. Fig. 2 : The IlluRes-SfSNet architecture that decomposes an image into albedo, normal, lighting, and residual. It consists of two subnets: SfSNet and Illumination Residual Net, with SfSNet decomposing a face image into albedo, normal, and lighting, and Illumination Residual Net predicting the residual map that accounts for the global illumination effects such as shadow, highlights, etc. The two subnets are seamlessly combined with each other.
Supervised learning on synthetic data
Our learning framework, called IlluRes-SfSNet, for supervised learning on synthetic data is shown in Fig.2 . In general, our model takes a single face image as input and decomposes it into its corresponding albedo, normal, lighting, and residual map. IlluRes-SfSNet consists of two subnets: SfSNet for decomposing a face image into normal map N, albedo A, and lighting L, and Illumination Residual Net for extracting the global illumination effects to compensate details that cannot be obtained by SfSNet. The final face image I g is rendered by adding the residual map R from Illumination Residual Net to the face image I l with local illumination obtained from SfSNet. Note that the two subnets are seamlessly combined with each other: features learned in SfSNet are combined with those learned in Illumination Residual Net for better residual map estimation, and the gradients for learning I g are back-propagated through both SfSNet and Illumination Residual Net. In this manner, information learned by both subnets mutually enhance each other. IlluRes-SfSNet is trained in two stages on synthetic data. In the first stage, we train SfSNet by minimizing
where X andX represent the ground truth and the prediction, respectively, and λ {l,a,n,h} the weights of each loss term. In the second stage, we train the whole IlluRes-SfSNet with the loss function
where λ g and λ r represent the weights for image reconstruction and residual regression losses.
Weakly supervised learning on real data
As mentioned earlier, although our IlluRes-SfSNet can improve the details by considering global illumination effects, training on synthetic data alone is still not enough to bridge the gap between real and synthetic data. Due to the lack of ground-truth decomposition in real image datasets, it is not possible to directly train on real face images. Simply adopting reconstruction loss on real images does not help, since reconstruction loss alone does not provide any constraint on decomposition of real face images. Instead, we propose to train on real face videos to mitigate this problem. Although the ground truth is still not available, we can subtly make use of the consistency among video frames of the same identity, thus allowing weakly supervised learning on real face data. Specifically, we observe that two different frames in the face video of the same identity only differ in pose and expression, which indicates that albedo/normal maps between them are subject to a transformation. However, this is not the case for lighting, since the shadings between different frames may vary a lot. The transformation between different albedo/normal maps can be easily learned using fully supervised method [46] . Since albedo and normal are independent from lighting and lighting in real data is much more complicated than synthetic data, we conjecture that the domain gap between albedo and normal of synthetic and real data is smaller than that between images of synthetic and real images. Therefore, we propose to learn the transformation between albedo and normal of different frames from the same person using synthetic data; this way the trained model can be reliably transferred to real images.
Note that, similar to SfSNet [34] , IlluRes-SfSNet is model free. However, the key distinction between them is that there is no need for coarsely estimated labels of real data in IlluRes-SfSNet. Instead, it exploits consistency of albedo and normal in synthetic and real data.
Instead of using a single CNN to align albedo and normal maps of different face images, we use two CNNs, namely, AlignNet a and AlignNet n , for albedo and normal, respectively, to account for context information. In particular, the transformation between albedo of different images of the same person is mainly geometric transformation. Despite of geometric transformation, normal directions of the same point will change with different poses and expressions. This explains why we adopt two CNNs instead of one.
To enforce the network to learn the geometric transformations for albedo and normal, we propose to train AlignNet a and AlignNet n using face contours, which mainly contain the geometric transformation, together with the albedo and normal maps. Using albedo and normal maps alone may result in trivial solutions such as color transformation. The face contour C can be easily obtained by detecting facial landmarks on a face image and connecting the detected landmarks on each parts such as eyes, nose, and mouth [1].
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Weakly Supervised Learning 3 shows our weakly supervised learning pipeline on real data. Here, we only introduce weakly supervised learning of AlignNet a based on consistency of albedo as the process for AlignNet n on normal is very similar. Consider two frames I i and I j from the video of a particular identity, our pre-trained IlluRes-SfSNet first predicts albedo, normal, lighting, and residual map for each of them. By taking the predicted albedoĀ i of the i-th frame, together with contours C i and C j of the i-th and j-th frame, respectively, as inputs, AlignNet a first transformsĀ i toĀ i . Ideally,Ā i and albedoĀ j of the j-th frame should be identical under the consistency constraint. We thus train AlignNet a using the loss function
where φ a transformsĀ i toĀ i by applying the transformation between C i and C j onĀ i . Similarly, AlignNet n is trained with the loss function
where φ n transformsN i toN i by applying the transformation between C i and C j onN i . In this way, IlluRes-SfSNet can then be jointly trained with AlignNet a and AlignNet n on real face videos by minimizing
where λ ab and λ no are weights for AlignNet a and AlignNet n losses. In practice, we first pre-train AlignNet a and AlignNet n using synthetic data with ground-truth A {i,j} and N {i,j} , and then conduct weakly supervised learning on real face videos. Note that we align albedo and normal maps on two directions, namely, from i to j and from j to i, in order to have stronger consistency. We present a few example outputs of AlignNet {a,n} in Fig. 4 . Note that although the prediction of AlignNet {a,n} is not perfect, our experiments verify that the consistency constraint on real face video can still improve the inverse rendering performance, which corroborates our assumption that coarse alignment on albedo and normal is enough to perform weakly supervised learning on real face images.
Experimental results
Datasets and implementation details
Synthetic data: To conduct supervised training for our model, we make use of three synthetic datasets. Among them, one is an existing dataset and the other two are created by us based on other datasets. We first use the synthetic dataset provided by SfSNet [34] , denoted as SfSNet-syn. This dataset contains 12,500 identities. 15 images are rendered for each identity under varying illuminations and poses. The images are rendered by fitting the 3DMM [6] . In total, there are 187,500 images in this dataset. However, this dataset does not take expression variations and global illuminations into consideration. Therefore we create two other synthetic datasets Expre-syn and Caric-syn to compensate for this. For Expre-syn, we randomly choose 114 video clips from VoxCeleb [28] and each clip corresponds to one identity. We fit the Basel Face Model [30] for each frame to approximate realistic poses and expressions under four random viewpoints and five random illuminations using Mitsuba [16] . Six different expressions are fitted for each identity. In total we obtain 13,680 images in Expre-syn. Since in practice there can be some exaggerated expressions that do not appear in VoxCeleb, we further create Caric-syn to increase expression variations with 100 virtual identities. For each identity, we render four distinct poses with six caricature expressions under five random lighting conditions, resulting in 12,000 synthetic face images. Our data generation process inherently considers global illumination. For each face image I g , we also obtain the corresponding albedo A, normal N, lighting L, residual map R, and face image I l with local illumination. A summary of the synthetic data is given in Table 1 . We use images for one identity from each of Expre-syn and Caric-syn for testing and all the rest together with SfSNet-syn for training.
In addition, to train AlignNet, we further aggregate albedo and normal in Expre-syn and Caric-syn. Specifically, we add various textures into synthetic albedos to help AlignN et a focus on learning displacements. We create 50 texture styles and randomly transfer them onto face albedos. We also perform shape deformation on synthetic face models to avoid strong face priors in AlignN et n . We design 20 different deformations on faces and build a linear combination basis. The deformations are generated using a sketch-based modelling system [14] . In total, we have 540 different albedos under four viewpoints and six expressions for AlignN et a training, and 540 identities with four viewpoints and six deformation styles (produced by randomly weighting the linear deformation bases) for AlignN et n . Note that we only use this dataset to train AlignNet. Real data: We extract 114 real video clips from the 300VW dataset [36] . Each clip corresponds to one identity (with four viewpoints and five illuminations). There are 3,462 images in total. This dataset contains rich but non-exaggerated expressions. It is used for weakly supervised training only. For qualitative evaluations, we use face images in CelebA [26] by picking 500 images with various face attributes(e.g., bread, glasses, and age).
For quantitative evaluation on normal recovery, we adopt Photoface [45] , which is created under various harsh illumination conditions and captures the ground truth of face normal. Implementation details: Our network architecture is implemented in Tensor-Flow. The input images are all of size 128×128. We train our model using a batch size of four using the learning rate of 5e-4 with a decay rate of 0.98 and a decay step of five. As a preparation procedure, we pre-train AlignN et a and AlignN et n with synthetic data, with a learning rate of 5e-4 for 30 epochs using a batch size of eight. We then train our inverse rendering model in three stages: first, we train our IlluRes-SfSNet for 20 epochs on the combined synthetic dataset of SfSNetsyn, Caric-syn , and Expre-syn; second, we train IlluRes-SfSNet on real data by using the pre-trained AlignN et a and AlignN et n to provide weak supervision for 20 epochs; and third, we jointly fine-tune the entire network that includes IlluRes-SfSNet, AlignN et a and AlignN et n on both real and synthetic data. During the first stage of training, for each epoch we randomly sample 30,000 images from SfSNet-syn and use all the training data from Caric-syn (13,560 images) and Expre-syn (11,880 images) to avoid the training being biased by SfSNet-syn.
During the second stage of training, we use the real videos containing 3,487 images, Caric-syn, and Expre-syn on the fixed AlignN et {a,n} to train IlluRes-SfSNet. In each epoch, we randomly sample 30,000 pairs of real images and 16,272 pairs of Expre-syn images. At the last stage, we use synthetic and real data to fine tune the entire network. [38] and SfSNet [34] . Note that since different strategies are used for learning from real data in [38] [34], we directly use their released pre-trained models to reproduce results for inclusion in Fig.5 . It can be seen that IlluRes-SfSNet-Align and SfSNet generate more realistic decomposition than NeuralFace. The regions in red rectangles show our method could alleviate the ambiguity on face shape, which are caused by makeup, such as the moustache in the first sample and the eyeliner in the second sample. Our method decomposes them correctly.
Moreover, compared with SfSNet, our model provides extra discernible shadows on albedo while capturing more fine-scale details in the normal map. shows our decompostion results. The following rows come from SfSNet [34] and NeuralFace [38] . (Best viewed in PDF with zoom.)
Shape estimation: Next we compare the quality of shape estimation among lluRes-SfSNet-Align, 3DMM and Pix2Vertex [33] . The dataset used for quantitative testing is Photoface [45] , which provides ground truth of face normal maps under various illumination conditions. Following [42] [34], we randomly pick 100 identities from a total of 454. We evaluate the performance by mean angular error of the normals and the percentage of pixels at various angular error thresholds and report them in Table 2 . The higher percentage of the forth column means a model could capture more low frequency shape information, while data of smaller angle measures the performance on estimating fine-scale structure. It can be seen that 3DMM achieves the highest percentage in the forth column but quite small value at the second one, which means it captures most low frequency shape while losing lots of detailed information. Pix2Vertex captures much more details in the images but fails to recover shape information from harsh lighting and unusual expression, as the lowest value in the forth column suggested. Fig.6 compares estimated normals of the showcases in [34] . The normal images agrees with the Table 2 that our model outperforms SfSNet on normal estimation. Fig. 6 : Normal recovery results on the showcases of SfSNet [34] . The first two columns are results from inverse rendering while the last column is from face reconstruction algorithm.
Ablation Studies
IlluRes-SfSNet v. SfSNet: To demonstrate the effectiveness of weakly supervised learning in Illuses-SfSNet, we use a total of five models. They are SfS-pretrain: The authors of [34] provide this model which is trained by using SfS-supervision. They first use a 'skip-net' to obtain A and N of real images, then combine synthetic and real data with 'ground-truth' to train SfSNet. As SfS-pretrain has been trained with 'SfS-supervision', real images can be reconstructed. However, SfSNet's structure cannot handle global illumination effects regardless of how training is done. These effects always exist on albedo and/or normal. SfS: We use synthetic data to train SfS. In some situations this model outputs reasonable normal or albedo maps. Since it cannot be trained on real images, its overall reconstruction results are not satisfactory. SfS-Align: Adding AlignNet to allow weakly supervised training in SfS. This model can effectively decompose and reconstruct real images. Its performance is similar to that of SfS-pretrain. Illuses-SfS-pre: We train Illures-SfS with synthetic data without using Align-Net. IlluRes-SfS-pre successfully compensates for defects in SfS by separating the residual portion. Without weakly supervised learning, this network cannot bridge the gap between real and synthetic data, hence its reconstruction results are not competitive. IlluRes-SfSNet: Adding AlignNet to Illuses-SfS-pre. This model separates the residual through IlluResNet to capture fine image details. Moreover, AlignNet enables the network to effectively decompose and reconstruct real images. Fig.7 compares decomposition and reconstruction results of the above five models. In the comparison of decomposition, our model is optimal, which proves that our AlignNet and Residual net are effective.
Application
Based on the inverse rendering results of our method, we are able to develop a wide range of applications. Here we show two of examples, namely, face relighting and albedo editing. To relight photo, source and target images are sent into the well-trained IlluRes-SfSNet-Align, decomposed into corresponding albedo, normal, and lighting information. The lighting of source image is replaced by the target one and the novel combination of components are used to generate the relighted image. Fig.8 shows the results.
Similarly, in albedo editing, the source photo is fed into our full model and produces the decomposition components. After modifying the albedo map, a new photo could be generated. We demonstrate a sample of beard editing in Fig.8 . The result shows editing on albedo could generate more realistic result than directly editing on face photo. For example, we can see that the cheek in Fig.8 (e) contains obvious artifacts, while the result of our model in Fig.8(d) is much more visually pleasing.
Conclusion
In this paper we propose a weakly supervised approach for inverse face rendering on real face videos, based on the assumption of consistency of albedo and normal of the same person in a video, bridging the domain gap between synthetic and real face. We propose AlignNet {a,n} to align albedo and normal subspaces between different frames of a certain video clip. We empirically show that the alignment (though not perfect) obtained by AlignNet {a,n} can provide enough constraints on frame consistency for weakly supervised learning on real images. Together with IlluRes-SfSNet, our framework has strong capability to disentangle normal and albedo into separate subspaces. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations show that our method outperforms state-of-the-art works on face inverse rendering. 
B More Qualitative Results
In Fig.11 and Fig. 12 , we present inverse rendering results from our full model, IlluRes-SfSNet-Align, and SfSNet. The input images are sampled from CelebA [26] .
In Fig.13 , we further compare our method against SfSNet with a higher input resolution of 256 × 256 (all the two networks are re-trained for such a new setting). With a higher resolution, it can be seen that our method can retain the details much better than SfSNet.
In Fig.14, we provide some samples for lighting transfer on faces. Fig. 11 : Inverse rendering. The first row of each sample is from IlluRes-SfSNet-Align, while the second one from SfSNet. In general, our method captures more details on normal, such as contour of nose and eyes, and winkles on face. 
